
 

GeometricRepresentation

Last week Any finite subset of projectile space
defies

a representble simple
matroid

Ex The Fanomatoid F is the matroid of the

configuration of all 7 points in PE

7 pts groundset rant1flats
0,1

7 lines 3element circuits mule2flats
in

0,0 1,0 Each pair of points collinearwith
simple a third

Ranh3m.tn
pmhz ats laes hyperplanes 7 28 bases are

circuits 3 vih He sets of 3 non collinear points
on 4 pts no3ofwhich

are colliew

More generally we can gie a geometicrepresenttion

of any simple matroid of rank 14 as a collection

of
points rank 1 flats elements of groundset

lines rank 2 flats
meteiliegandplanesTplanes rank 3 flats aanbentuisted



RulesforGeometicRepresentations
Non degeneracyconditions

Every line contains at least 2 points
Any 2 distinctpoints lie on a line

Everyplane contains at least 3 non collinear points

Any 3 distinct noncollinearpoints lie on a plane

IndimensionZlonepia
Any 2 distinct lines meet in at most one point

In dimension 3 more than one plane

Any 2 distinct lines meeting in a point do so
in atmost one point and lie on a common plane

Any 2 distinct planes meeting in more than 2 points
do so in a line

Any line not lying on some plane intersects thatplane in
at most one point

NonEf The Escher matroid

12367 and 14567 must be
need

167 to
be a lie

7

forthis
tobe

a
matroid

planes Buttheyintersect in 167
6 which is not a lie5

rammed

Anotherperspectre 167 is independen
a
i 2 3 but it can't be augmented by

the larger end set 1246



Note iii ain't mL
14 is independent but it
can't be augmented by 1234

MonEL Exercise

Ee The n d F is the matroid

with geometric rep
6 3 pointed lies
3 2 pointed lies

The F is K representable char 12 2

F is K representable char K 2


